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Hawks’ issues a matter of league-wide importance 

By Gary Washburn 

It was an eventful week for the Atlanta Hawks, one of the NBA’s more overshadowed franchises for 

more than four decades. The Hawks made news, however, for all the wrong reasons. 

First, co-owner Bruce Levenson reported himself to commissioner Adam Silver after an internal 

organization investigation found a disturbing e-mail he sent to general manager Danny Ferry. 

Two days later, Ferry was under scrutiny for some racist comments during an organization conference 

call about then-free agent Luol Deng. 

Ferry said Deng had “a little African in him” and then made more disparaging remarks about African 

people. The conference call was recorded and on Friday, after being reprimanded but not fired, Ferry 

took a leave of absence. After nearly a week’s worth of silence, the NBA Players Association released a 

statement admonishing Ferry. 

“The NBPA deplores the insensitive and thoroughly inappropriate remarks by Danny Ferry,” acting 

executive director Ron Klempner said Friday. “We are pleased to learn that Ferry acknowledges his 

statements were offensive, has extended a personal apology to Luol Deng and the other Atlanta Hawks 

players, and that the Hawks organization has determined that discipline of Ferry was warranted.” 

And in a strange twist, new executive director Michele Roberts begins her term Monday, having to deal 

with unsavory comments by a general manager about a player and an owner who made racial remarks 

discussing attendance at Hawks games. 

Former executive director Charles Grantham, who served from 1978-95, had some strong opinions 

about potential reaction from the NBA Players Association just months after then-Clippers 

owner Donald Sterling’s statements during the playoffs. Sterling was forced to sell the franchise. 

“Let’s get to the core of this issue from a players’ standpoint,” Grantham said. “The problem exists on 

the franchise level. With this particular problem with looking at what your particular fan base looks like, 

if your chief marketing officer of the Atlanta Hawks was black, you think we’d be reading about this? No. 

So when you come back and say where does this thing originate, you say at the franchise level. You 

would like a diverse group, and there’s nothing wrong with a business plan that will certainly suggest 

that. But inclusion [is important]. If [Levenson] had been talking in a room and three of the executives in 

there were black, then you would have a totally different conversation. It would not have come out as 

distasteful as it came out because somebody would have said, ‘You can’t say that.’ ” 

Grantham believes this issue is a lack of diversity in management and ownership. 

“When you have an entire white ownership without anyone in that room giving a different opinion, this 

is what you come up with,” he said. “The question is what is the sanctity of the agreement you have 

with the players in regards to free agency. A free agent who has paid his dues is entitled to a 

marketplace that has determined his value based on his ability. What we see now potentially is a 

grievable subject here because now I’m wondering if this was a centralized scouting report that 

everybody in the league had access to. We’re tainting the market for this young man. 



“An apology is great but this is a grievable moment if I am standing on the other side, because it may 

lead to an unfair labor charge.” 

Deng, who eventually signed with the Miami Heat, released a statement expressing disappointment in 

Ferry and his statements, while the Hawks fully accepted Ferry’s desire to take a leave of absence. 

According to an NBA source, the Hawks have four African-Americans in their front office, the highest-

ranking being David Lee, senior vice president of external affairs. 

The statements regarding Deng and his heritage have reportedly derived from his time with the 

Cleveland Cavaliers, which was an unfavorable stint for Deng, who spent all of his previous NBA seasons 

with the Chicago Bulls. 

Roberts, who was named to her post in July, has been preparing for her tenure and will be greeted with 

two racial issues before training camps even begin. Atlanta has never been a highly desirable destination 

for premium free agents, and now could be completely discounted if Ferry remains. 

“And going forward, how many players, since we’re an 80 percent black league, are going to be 

poisoned in a similar way?” Grantham said. “And is this a collusive moment to maintain or reduce his 

value in the marketplace?” 

In other words, are teams sharing negative information on players to reduce their free agent worth? 

That is a serious charge, and Ferry reportedly received that information on Deng from another club and 

then mentioned it on a recorded conference call. 

“I agree, all of those things are discussed; does he have the kind of personality and character that we 

want?” Grantham said of teams. “But when you cast it in the light that you did, what does that say 

about his character when you walk away from that statement?” 

Grantham said he believes people such as Ferry and Levenson could serve a positive purpose for the 

NBA by discussing the genesis of their stereotypes instead of being banished for their misdoings. 

“We have to figure out a way to deal with them directly, and in an actionable way,” he said. “Part of the 

action that I think is necessary in all these leagues, as long as you have an ownership that’s going to be 

99 percent white, how do we integrate these types of staffs and situations? Until I see more [diversity], 

we’re not going to change the attitude because we haven’t changed the action. Which one do you 

want?” 

  

 


